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Fusing together the enigma of mythology and their love for music, Animal Picnic and 
Steyoyoke new comer Aaryon, join forces in creating their latest EP ʻEuphonyʼ. The 
release consists of three original tracks, which all reflect the harmonious dynamics and 
creative symmetry that can occur when collaborations such as these are aligned. 
ʼEuphonyʼ ignites your imagination and fills you with both fascination and nostalgia.

Presenting a concoction of daunting synth lines and beckoning vocals, is the EPʼs first 
track ʻKymeraʼ. With its undulating basslines and consistent rhythmic flow, ʻKymeraʼ is 
deceptive in its initial vibe of casual complacency. As the track progresses, psychedelic 
inflictions and atmospheric sweeteners are layered beautifully, to expose the tracks true 
virtues.

ʻHydraʼ is track number two and it offers up  a sovereignty of vitality and melodic elegance. 
It possess a plethora of hard hitting drum layers and delivers exhilarating crescendos that 
lift and guide you to a place of symphonic contentment. It also boasts some stunning piano 
sequences that are ornamental in illuminating ʻHydraʼsʼ sense of mystification and charm.

The final track on ʻEuphonyʼ is titled ʻMadaraʼ and it also follows in the footsteps of the first 
two tracks and maintains a potency of audio surrealism. It penetrates you with a powerful 
bass heavy arrangement that is carried on a wave of persistent motion and drive. Couple 
this with stabbing synths and interludes of vocals that phase in and out during the entire 
track and you will be left with a lasting sentiment of esoteric bliss.

TRACKLIST
01. Animal Picnic & Aayron  - Kymera (Original Mix)
02. Animal Picnic & Aayron - Hydra (Original Mix)
03. Animal Picnic & Aayron  - Madara (Original Mix)
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